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   GSM Relay command list  

 

 

 There are six relays. Four relays are in the PCB board. The fifth and sixth  rely drives an 
external relay. Alarm and the thermostat function are options.  The alarm uses sound 
recognition of gsm phone (Nokia ).    
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0.  The command type 0 sets one relay on or off. The command formula is 0xy. Eg. relay 1 ON 011 
and  relay 5 OFF   050. The command is saved. If power is off and comes on again the same state of 
the relays are on after power is on again.  

1.The command type 1.  Command 111 gives state of the relays remotely. Five sounds within one-
second interval, low short sound relay is on, short high sound, the relay is off.     
 
2. The command type 2 is for timed on type 2. Relay 1 on for one minute, command 2101. If  DIP2 
is on the times are hours   
 
3. The command type 3 is for short one-second pulse. The relay 1 is on for one second with the 
command 311.   
 
4 The command type 4 is for delayed on and delayed off. The command 4185 puts relay 1 on for 8 
hours, and then off after 50 minutes. This command is used for Webasto car heaters after working 
hours. 
 
5.  The command type 5 is for changing a new password. 500 is start of the command, then a new 
password (for numbers) two times. E.g. If new password is 1234, the command is   50012341234. 
If the dip1 is on, the password is used. It must be given before other commands works. It there is 
no commands in 10 minute the password must be given again. Command ##, puts the password on 
immediately (if DIP1 is on).   
 
6. The command type 6 is for reading and calibrating the remote temperature.  The command 600 
reads the temperature 0 (0,1,2,3,4).  The remote –2C calibration for the sensor 0 is done with the 
command 6022. The positive +3C calibration command is 6013.   
 
7. The command type 7 is for 1-9 second pulses.  The command 719 means the relay 1 on for 9 
seconds  
 
8. The command type 8 is for setting many one-time -operation for alarms and thermostat 
commands.  
    . 
 8.1. The command 82x teaches sounds for alarm phone number x (0-9).  820 teach sound for 
alarm number 0. It is given ten times for 3 seconds interval. The user must tech this sound for 
predefined number in the list of the phone. # ends the sounds immediately. Please read the manual 
for more information on sound recognition.    
8.2 The command 80x is for enabling the alarm numbers x ( 0-9). Eg.  The command 815 

enables the alarm number 5. 819 enable alarm number 9.   
8.3 The command 80x disable the alarm on alarm number x ( 0-9). The command  806 disable the 

alarm number 6.    
8.4 The command 831 makes a fast relay on off -test for all the relays. Give the command 831.  
8.5 Which alarm numbers are in use?  Give the command 832. Ten sounds follow. The device 

sounds long low note for on and fast short note for id the number is not used.    
8.6 What is the state of inputs 1-6? Give the command 833. Look for manual for detail information.  
8.7 Test alarm operation for number x (0-9)  84x. E.g.  841 tests alarm for number 1. The alarms 

sounds during test are same as alarm type (same type as 8.10).  841 give the alarm type 1 (one 
beep with 3 sec interval = type 1 i.e. Power off alarm) to alarm number 1.  The command 842 
gives an alarm type 2 (low temperature) to phone number 2.  Stop testing with # button.  
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8.8 Remove all the alarms with one command 850. 
8.9 Enable all the alarms with one command 851 
8.10 Give latest alarm reason by sounds with a command  855   (1 =Power reset, 2= low 

temperature limit, 3= high temperature limit, 4=external alarm) . When the alarm is on the alarm 
sound is continuously given.  

8.11 Clear alarm reason   856.  
8.12 Disable all the thermostat functions with the command 852  
8.13 Enable all the thermostat functions with 20 C settings. Give command 853  
8.14 Test low temperature alarm setting with the command 834. The sounds are the same 

as in measurement.   
8.15 Test high temperature alarm setting with the command. The sounds are the same as in 

measurement.   
8.16 Test if the power off has existed, the command 836.  The low long sound the power 

has been off . A short high note, no power off has existed. 
8.17 Clear the power off information with the command 837 
8.18 Disable power off alarm with the command 838.    
8.19 Enable power off alarm with the command 839   
8.20 Enable the low temperature alarm limit or disable it with the command 86MTT,    

M means  1= + temperature, 0 =  negative temperature   
TT = limiting temperature   
  86105.   +5 degrees centigrade  
  86005.   -5 degrees centigrade 
 86000    low temperature limit is disabled  

8.21 Enable the high temperature alarm limit or disable it with the command 87MTT 
 87105.   +5 degrees centigrade  
 87005.   -5 degrees centigrade 
 87000 High temperature limit is disabled 
 

9. The thermostat command type 9.  Eg.   9122 sets relay 1 operating at 22 C centigrade  
with the first sensors (T0) at 22 C  ( heating function) . 9400 disable the relay 4 thermostat  
function  (connected to temperature sensor T3)  

General  

There are no alarms at first minute. Testing is however possible. One minute is reserved to 
leave the building.   

If there are many alarms, each one is phoned separately. The alarm sounds is given all the 
time, if you make a phone call to remote place.    

One alarm lasts 40 seconds.  All the enabled alarm numbers are called in the sequence. 
There is 10 minutes pause after one sequence. There are 10 sets of alarms if nobody has 
reset alarm. It the phone is reserved, the gsm phone shows it on list of unanswered phone 
calls. The unit tries 10 times to this alarm. If other alarms come up, they are tried again 10 
times       

The sequence of the alarms if they come up at the same time:   
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1 POWER off alarm. If the power has come up, after the power failure. .  

2 External alarm. Eg. thermostat or power is off with battery  

3. The temperature is too low.  

4. The temperature is too high. 

When the alarm phones, you hear alarm sound continuously. The sound is different for each 
alarm.    

The command 000 is for testing purpose only response sounds only, no other function  

The thermostat functions operate during alarm function.  If the alarm is on, only alarm reset 
command, #, is accepted.   

There is no need to have external alarm center. GSM2010 can remotely enable 810 or 
disabled 801 (first alarm).  PIR sensor and Magnetic reed relays and connected in series.  

 

http://www.probyte.fi/oscom 
    
More http://remotersmart.wikidot.com  
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